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Presentation 
• Overview
• Ownership
• Thoughts for practice
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OVERVIEW
• Copyright = legislated right
– Copyright Act 1968
• Exists (generally) for life of author + 70 
years
– Crown copyright = 50 years
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What is protected?
• ‘Written’ form
– i.e. reports, other documents and photographs
• In soft or hard format
• Not ideas or speech per se although rights re ‘performances’
• Attaches to original works connected to Australia
– ‘quality’ not a consideration
– Does not need to be ‘inventive’ 
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How is it protected?
• Applies automatically
– Registration is not required
• Protects the sole rights of the owner to the 
reproduction, publication and sale of a work against 
unauthorised uses
– Subject to exceptions
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What happens when rights breached?
• Remedies
– Injunction
– Damages
– Account of profits
– Conversion 
– Anton Piller order
– ? Criminal action
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OWNERSHIP
• Rights vest originally in the ‘author’
• Can be sold, transferred, licensed, 
willed or assigned
• Subject to exceptions
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Impact 
• Protection against someone breaching a right 
vested in the ‘owner’
– Enables ‘owner’ to take action for infringements
– Must instigate action – no oversight authority 
• Applies automatically
– Registration is not required
– Work must be original 
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Who can enforce rights?
• Owner 
– Can be the author or another party
• Licensee
– Need to consider terms of the agreement 
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ISSUES
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• Obligations to client v obligations re material 
accessed
• ‘Unreasonableness’ of some lender clients 
• Native title information
• Lack of access to some information
• ‘rights’ can be altered by contract or 
circumstances
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Clients 
• You may need access to data in order to 
prepare report
– Use likely to be limited
– Need to check terms of retainer
• May need to sign non-disclosure as a separate issues
• Use of material likely to be limited to specific purpose and not 
able to be reused
– Indemnities re any other material you may need to use 
to provide report
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Government 
• Crown copyright
• Documents in titles office
• Engagement by government?
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Exceptions
• Fair dealing
– Research or study
– Criticism or review
– Reporting of the news
– Judicial proceedings or giving professional legal advice
– Parody or satire
• Statutory licences
• Specific royalty-free 
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Employees 
• Vest in employer
– General position s.35(6)
– Can be altered s.35(3)
• Can be altered
– i.e. rights can vest in employee by agreement
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Future considerations
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• Review employment 
agreements/contractors’ contracts
• Review contracts/retainers with clients
• Ensure you always act in a 
professional manner and follow best 
practice
• If in doubt seek permission to use!
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